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SUMMARY

Unfavourable weather conditions after the queen starts with intensive oviposition during early spring may cause an imbalance in the division of tasks among worker bees in the bee colony. This can lead to slow spring development and poor exploitation of the main spring nectar flows. In order to accelerate the spring development, it is necessary, as a technological measure, to feed supplemental candy to bee colonies. In this research, the necessity of supplemental feeding, as well as the composition of candy (pollen and protein substitute) were analysed. Three groups of ten bee colonies each were formed - the control, unfed group, pollen candy fed and protein substitute candy fed. In the period from 22/02/2016 and 04/04/2016 three control measurements were performed during which the number of bees, the number of brood cells and weight of the bee colonies were determined. The research has shown that supplemental feeding of the bee colony in late winter in order to encourage the rapid spring development is justified. Namely, at the final measurements in April, the results showed differences between groups. The treated colonies had higher net hive weight, a greater number of bees and statistically significantly more brood cells. The results of this study confirm that the technological measure of supplemental feeding in late winter should be performed on all commercial apiaries for the production of honey, pollen, royal jelly, queen bees and bee venom.
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INTRODUCTION

Climate change caused significant changes in seasonal honey bee foraging activity of continental Croatia. Namely, since 2005, 67% of nectar flow happens during spring, which is an increase in the share of spring forage in total annual honey production by 24.2%. The remaining 33% of nectar flow takes place in the summer and that intake is very often absent because of the very high daily temperatures and lack of precipitation caused by climate change (Puškadija, 2011). In such conditions, earlier spring colonies development seems to be reasonable, so that bees can take better advantage of early spring nectar flow. To achieve this goal, full and proper division of labour among worker bees in the bee colony is required, which can be achieved in strong colonies and in moderate conditions of nectar intake along with sufficient food supply in the hive. Winter reserves of pollen in hives play an important role during winter when colonies start with brood rearing and there is no intake of pollen (Seeley and Visscher, 1985). Sufficient and balanced food ensures normal development of healthy bee colonies (Brodschneider and Crailsheim, 2010) and its lack in the bee colony can restrict its development (Khoury et al., 2013), especially in spring when the division of labour among worker bees is in the most sensitive stage (Standifer et al., 1973). When the food
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supplies in the hive become scarce, the number of forager bees increases so that young bees skip some stages of the division of labour in the hive (nurse bees - care of the brood) by becoming foragers (Schulz et al., 1998). Bad weather conditions during intensive brood rearing in spring may cause significantly reduced pollen intake and if pollen reserves are consumed, brood rearing may be decreased or even suspended (Imdorf et al., 1998). These unwanted scenarios in the development of colonies could be prevented by stimulative feeding of colonies at the right time. Late summer stimulative feeding ensures enough wintering bees which ensure the proper development in the spring. Colonies prepared for overwintering in this way respond well to stimulative feeding in late winter. The objective of the experiment was to measure the effectiveness of supplemental feeding with pollen and protein substitute candy to the colonies in the spring period in order to accelerate their spring development.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experiment was conducted in apiary at Vardarac, Croatia (N 45°37'30'', E 18°46'28'') during spring of 2016. A total of 30 bee colonies with Carniolan bees (Apis mellifera carnica) set in Langstroth hives were divided into three groups of 10. All test colonies were formed on the same day, May 15, 2015, that ensured the equal strength of all bee colonies in the experiment. The nucs were formed with queens of the same age, reared on the same day and from the same mother line. From February 22, 2016 until April 4, 2016, repeated measures every 21 days were conducted three times where the bee colonies weight, number of bees and number of brood cells were determined according to Liebefeld method (Imdorf et al., 1987). The bee colonies were weighed using the scale of 100 g accuracy.

Before the feeding, the first colonies measurements were made: weight, the number of bees and the number of brood cells were estimated in mid-February 2016. Supplemental feeding of colonies started on February 22 with 2 different supplements: group P colonies were fed with pollen candy; group S colonies were fed with protein substitute candy while control group C colonies were not fed at all. Pollen candy was made of powder sugar and enzyme inverted syrup mixed with 5% of sterilized pollen. Protein substitute candy was composed of enzyme inverted syrup, inactivated brewer’s yeast (50% proteins) and defatted soybean flour (44% proteins). From the period when the temperatures in February rose until the fruit trees blossom, the test groups were supplemented with the candy ad libitum and replaced as colonies had consumed it.

Statistical analysis

One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post-hoc test were used to determine differences among groups. Spearman correlation coefficient was used to determine correlation between number of bees, brood cells and weight of colonies. For statistical data analysis, SPSS program version 20 (SPSS Inc., Chicago) was used.

RESULTS

Weight of bee colonies

Control group colonies (C) had a higher net mass at the beginning of the experiment, but not statistically significant. While it is common for a bee colony to lose some mass in the spring period, at the end of experiment this happened only in group C that was not supplementally fed. Group P, which was supplementally fed pollen candy during spring, had an average mass gain of 2 kg, while the group S gained an average of 0.54 kg per hive (Figure 1).

Number of bees

At the start of the study (February) there was no significant difference among groups. The highest average number of bees was found in group C and the lowest in group P. Results of the second measurement (March) also showed no significant difference in the number of bees among the groups, with the highest average number of bees in group C.

During the third measurement (April) the most evident, but not a statistical difference among groups was observed where group S had the largest and control group the smallest number of bees (Figure 2).
The highest average number of brood cells was found in group C, and the lowest in group P (Fig. 3). During the second measurement (March) the significant positive effect of supplemental feeding was observed, as the highest number of brood was noted in group P, and the lowest in group C. It was not until the third measurement (April) that the statistically significant differences among groups were determined, F (2,27)=3.607, p=0.042. A significantly higher number of brood cells was determined in group P (p<0.05) than in control group. Although a much higher number of brood cells was counted in group S than in group C, no statistical difference was noted (Fig. 3) No statistically significant difference was determined between groups P and S.

A very high and significant positive correlation (r=0.83, p<0.01) was found between the number of bees and number of brood cells (Figure 4). Also, significant but lower correlations were determined between the number of bees and weight of the colonies (r=0.38, p<0.01) and the number of brood cells and weight of the colonies (r=0.23, p<0.05).

**DISCUSSION**

The complete absence, shortage or even poor quality of pollen results in slower growth and reduced weight of young bees, shortened life span of bees and insufficient production of royal jelly that is required for normal growth and development of larvae (Schmidt et at., 1995; Di Pasquale et al. 2013). All of these effects together may result in a slow and insufficient development of bee colonies. On the other hand, according to Gerula (2004), colonies that are stronger at the beginning of May have a higher honey production.

Although the control group at the beginning of the experiment had most bees and brood cells, clear effect of stimulative feeding was confirmed during last measurement at the beginning of April, where two fed groups had more bees and brood cells. Dynamic of spring development is one of the main positive traits of carniolan bee colonies (Ruttner, 1988) and gives them...
time opportunity to gain full strength in the late spring. As climate changes cause earlier plant blooming in spring (Godow et al., 2017; Hidalgo-Galvez et al., 2017) and often hot, dry summers, dynamic development of colonies in spring is crucial.

One of the reasons why fed colonies were growing faster could be explained with relatively bad weather conditions during March, where 17 rainy days were recorded. Since a significant impact of the year and location on the bee colonies development was observed (Hatjina et al., 2014), beekeepers have to be prepared both for the fruitful and poor spring conditions. Cold and rainy weather conditions influence lower foraging activity, pollen intake and consequently colony productivity (Mattila and Otis, 2006). Pollen shortage in colonies could lead to utilization of nutritional body reserves of worker bees (Crailsheim, 1990) and consequently, brood development could be significantly diminished. Unfavourable weather conditions that may occur during spring and slow down colony build-up is one of the reasons why supplemental late winter feeding should be applied in apiaries. Later on during summer, unfed colonies mainly will reach the strength of fed colonies (Mattila and Otis, 2006), but spring nectar flows will not be properly exploited.

The results obtained experimentally, whether relating to the increase in the number of bees or brood cells in bee colonies during early spring, show a significant increase in the measured parameters in the group fed with pollen candy. We observed that colonies preferably consumed pollen substitute over stimulative protein candy, which is also noticed by Saffari et al. (2010). These findings match those in the research of Madras-Majewska et al. (2005), according to which supplemental bee feeding with pollen substitutes was of great importance for a bee colony during the early spring when pollen from nature is not available. According to the same authors, supplemental feeding of pollen and pollen substitutes at a time when pollen is abundant in nature is unnecessary. Akyol et al. (2006) emphasize the significant impact of supplemental feeding with pollen candy on bee colonies compared to unfed colonies. Our experiment confirms the results of Mattila and Otis (2006) who showed that supplemental feeding of pollen has a significant effect in the early spring when it notably encourages the growth of bee colonies through increased production of young worker bees until the first week of May.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of the research was to determine how beekeepers can cope with climatic changes and new conditions of early and shorter nectar flows. The research has shown that the technological measure of supplemental feeding of the bee colony in late winter in order to encourage the rapid spring development is justified, especially during unfavourable weather conditions. Namely, at the final measurements in April, the results showed differences between control and fed groups in all measured parameters, while statistically significantly more brood cells were found in pollen substitute group compared to control group. The results of this study confirm that the technological measure of supplemental feeding in late winter should be performed on all commercial apiaries that are intended for the intensive production of honey, pollen, royal jelly, queen bees and bee venom.
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SAŽETAK

Zbog klimatskih promjena došlo je do promjena u strukturi i intenzitetu medonosnih paša. Ove promjene posljedično izazivaju neravnotežu u podjeli zadataka radilaca u pčeljima. Kako bi se ubrzao proljetni razvoj potrebno je izvršiti tehnološku mjeru prihrane u kasnu zimu. Stimuliranje brzog proljetnog razvoja pčeljaca je prihvaćeno i potvrđeno mnogo istraživanja. Prihramljenje pčelja brojnih povrćima, ali i brojnih vrsta pčelara, za koju je neki koristi i neki štetnih uticaja.
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